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where 7 and 0 denote the identity and zero matrices respectively.
Let T be the group of all matrices 5DÎ with rational integral elements which satisfy (i) äwgan' = g, where W denotes the transpose of SDÎ. Let T0 be the factor group of V over its centrum; T0 is called the symplectic modular group. It can be thought of as being obtained from T by identifying the elements S0Î and -50Î. In applications to modular functions of the rath degree (1) and to the projective geometry of matrices (2) it is customary to identify SDÎ and -Wl as a single transformation. For this reason we have considered T0 rather than T ; it might be pointed out, however, that the generators of T0 obtained in this paper happen to be a set of generators of T.
It is the aim of this paper to find the generators of the symplectic modular group. It will be proved here that this group is generated by two or four independent elements, according as ra = l or ra>l. The method used here can be extended so as to give a set of generators for matrices with elements in any Euclidean ring. In particular, we give the details for the generalized Picard group at the end of this paper.
Problems of this type have been considered previously. Poincaré(3) stated without proof that every matrix SDî with integral elements for which Tl&iDl' = @, where © is the direct sum of ra two-rowed skew-symmetric matrices, is expressible as a product of elementary matrices of two simple types. Brahana(4) proved this and extended the result to the case where © is any skewsymmetric matrix by showing in this case that every such matrix 50Î is ex-pressible as a product of matrices taken from some finite set of matrices. From the results given in the present paper, a much stronger form of Brahana's result can be easily deduced. By taking inverses of both sides of (1) and using %~1= -%, we can deduce that 3D?'g2fl = g, so that
We shall begin by showing in §3 that To is generated by the following types of elements:
(I) Translations:
where 5 is symmetric.
(II) Rotations:
(U 0 \ where £7is unimodular, that is, abs U=l (where abs Udenotes the absolute value of the determinant of U).
(III) Semi-involutions:
where J is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are O's and l's, so that J2 = Jand iI-J)2 = I-J.
It is easily verified that matrices of types I, II and III satisfy (1). 2. In this section we prove two lemmas on matrices.
Lemma 1. Let m be a nonzero integer, and let T be an n-rowed symmetric matrix at least one of whose elements is not divisible by m. There exists a symmetric matrix S with integral elements such that (5) 0 < abs (T -mS) < \ m \n.
Proof. The lemma is evident for ra = l. Consider next ra = 2; let T=it¡1),
S= isa). Then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (6) abs (7 -mS) = | (<u -rawn)(¿22 -»W22) -itu -ms^)21.
If m divides both tu and /22, it cannot divide tn\ we can then choose 5 so that in -»wsii = /22-ms22 = 0 and 0 < | tu -msn | <|w|. Suppose on the other hand that m does not divide one of the diagonal elements, say in. Fix Sn arbitrarily, and choose su so that 0 < | tn -msn\ <\m\.
Since (6) can be written as abs (7 -mS) = | -mitu -msu)s22 + ■ • • |, where • • • represents terms not involving s22, we can choose an integer s22 by the Euclidean algorithm so that 0 < abs (7 -mS) = \ mih\ -msn) \ < \ m \2.
Suppose now that the result has been established for ra = r-1 with r -3; we shall deduce it for n = r. Let T=T(r) and let some element /;,• of T be not divisible by m. Since r=5 3, there exists a diagonal element tkk of T which is not in the same row or column as Up Let 7\ be the symmetric (r -l)-rowed matrix obtained from T by omitting the kth row and Mh column; let Si be similarly related to 5. By the induction hypothesis, we may choose Si symmetric so that 3. We are now ready to show that To is generated by matrices of types I, II and III. Let 9JÎ given by (2) be an arbitrary element of To. It suffices to prove that by multiplying 9JÎ by matrices of types I, II and III, one obtains a product of matrices of those types. Theorem 2. T0 is generated by the four matrices Xo, 9îi, 9?2 and @0 given
by (15), (18) arad (20), for ra>l. Tor ra = l, T0 is generated by Xo and ©0.
5. In this section we shall prove the independence of the generators given in Theorem 2. For ra = l, this is trivial because ©o is of finite order while Xo is not. Hereafter we suppose that ra> 1.
(1) Independence of Xo-We consider the transformation (21) (Xi, Yi) = iX, F)ÜR;
if X Y' is symmetric, it is easily verified that Xi Y{ is also symmetric. We shall show that if the diagonal elements of XY' are even, those of X\Y[ will also be even if 9JÎ is SRi, 9Î2 or ©0, while if SDÎ = Xo, it is possible to choose X and Y so that some diagonal element of XiY( is odd. This will show that Xo is not expressible as a product of Uîi, 9Î2 and <2>0 and their inverses.
Assume now that the diagonal elements of XY' are even. From (21) one readily deduces that if 30? is a rotation, X\Y{ =XY', so that the diagonal elements of X\Y{ are also even. If secondly 9JÍ is a semi-involution, we have Xi = XJ + 7(7 -/), Fi = -Z(7 -/) + YJ, however, any ri and its corresponding s¡ remain ra components apart. Since the effect of multiplying on the left by Xo is to replace r\ by ri+Si, it is clear that by multiplying r on the left by a product of 9îi, @0 and Xo and their inverses, r\ may be replaced by a linear combination of r\ and S\ and its position may be changed. It is however impossible to replace r\ by ri+r2 in this way, and this is exactly the effect of multiplication of r on the left by 9?2. This proves the independence of 9î2.
(4) Independence of ©0. We note that /* *\ /* *\ /* *\ Vo VVo */ vo */ Since Xo, 9îi and 9Î2 and their inverses are all of the form Vo */ and ©o is not of this form, it is clear that ©o is not expressible as a product of Xo, 9îi and $R2 and their inverses. 6. Our previous method can be extended to any Euclidean ring; in particular, for the ring formed by the Gaussian integers, we have the following result: Theorem 3. Let V be the group of matrices 93? with Gaussian integers as elements which satisfy (1). Let T0' be obtained from V by identifying the four elements ± ffl and ±iW. Then for n > 1, r0' is generated by the matrices Xo, 9îi, 9Î2 and <&o defined previously, and the matrix (I SA (22) Xi = ( ) where Si = iS0.
For ra = 1, To' is generated by Xo, Xi and @o-
